Every year people become homeless due to disasters. Thus, our mission is to help those people by designing shelters that can be deployed rapidly in disaster areas. We intend to provide shelters to the people in need.

That is the purpose of The Foldable Disaster Shelter.

CONCERNS
Provide safety
Minimize the damages people suffered
Be sustainable AND sustainably manufactured

METHODOLODY
Agile Project management with SCRUM
Technical Functional analysis with Horned Beast and Charts
Market situation study with SWOT
Communication and stakeholders analysis

FOLDING MECHANISM
An innovative design allowing a huge gain of space.
From a compact format to the iconic honeycomb shape.

MATERIALS
Wood, Cork and Cotton: A unique combination of natural, sturdy and sustainable materials. Combining the safety of our users and the respect for the biodiversity and perfect fit in a rural environment.

PACKAGING
Using the cork floor to create a sustainable and aesthetic packaging. The idea of creating an origami experience to discover your new shelter.
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